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Quasicrystals and strong interactions between square modes

H. G. Solari and G. B. Mindlin
Department of Physics, FCEN University of Buenos Aires, Pab I, 1428 Buenos Aires, Argentina

~Received 19 September 1996!

We analyze the possibility of finding almost hexagonal and quasicrystalline patterns, in finite square con-
tainers, as the result of the nonlinear interaction of four-dimensional and eight-dimensional representations of
D4. We report the possibility of sustained oscillations between simple and nonsimple squares as the result of
these interactions.@S1063-651X~97!04403-6#

PACS number~s!: 61.44.Br, 47.54.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

Very often the description of physical problems in tw
dimensional pattern forming systems is performed w
integro-differential equations which are homogeneous
isotropic and therefore present the full symmetry of the E
clidean plane,E2. This symmetry is constrained by th
boundary conditions to a subsymmetry ofE2 ~for example,
think of convection in square containers, with symme
D4,E2).

At a first glance we would expect the primary bifurcatio
to be dominated by the arising of patterns bearing sym
tries that are subsymmetries of the complete prob
~boundary conditions included!. Indeed, for low aspect ratio
this is often the case.~Here by aspect ratio we mean th
quotient between the characteristic length of the vessel
an intrinsic length of the problem.! However, for large aspec
ratio, the pattern emerging presents symmetries that are
symmetries ofE2 but not of the complete problem~think,
for example, in hexagons in the convection problem!.

The standard approach for the case of large aspect ra
to neglect the restrictions imposed by the boundary con
tions and to solve the problem in a support~of the space of
solutions! compatible with the experimentally observed sy
metries of the solutions@1,2#. This approach cannot explai
why the observed patterns are preferred to those compa
with the full symmetry, since the selection of the supp
directly rules out the latter set of solutions.

The problem becomes even more intriguing when
transition from small to large aspect ratio is consider
What happens in the transition region where, presuma
the selection is not determined solely by the interactions
solely by the boundary conditions?

In the present work we address the problem of patt
formation for intermediate aspect ratio by considering
strong interaction of square modes in aD4 problem. We
have limited our study to the interactions between one m
supported in a four-dimensional symmetric subspace and
mode supported in an eight-dimensional symmetric s
space, leaving aside other possible cases such as interac
between two eight-dimensional subspaces. The emphas
placed on the transitional solutions which can be present
include ~as will be shown! almost hexagonal and quasicry
talline duodecagonal symmetries, as well as~simple and non-
simple! squares, rolls, and modulated rolls (D2 symmetry!.
561063-651X/97/56~2!/1853~6!/$10.00
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We will also show that dynamic alternation between some
these patterns is possible.

The appearance of hexagonal shapes as the result of m
interactions in square vessels has been observed in ex
mental studies of the Faraday instability@3#. In @4# the pres-
ence ofD12 quasicrystalline patterns is reported at the tra
sition region between table hexagons and stable squares
numerical study of the Benard-Marangoni instability. Du
decagonal quasicrystals have also been reported in Far
experiments@5# in transition regions between rolls and hex
gons. However, these experiments should be interprete
terms of the interaction of modes with substantially differe
wave numbers and its analysis is beyond the scope of
work. Nevertheless, the analysis performed here can be
tended to such situations.

The presentation is organized as follows. In Sec. II
discuss the single modes in aD4 problem with Newmann
and Dirichlet conditions. Section III addresses the poss
equivariant normal forms that describe the interaction
tween these modes and their solutions. Finally, Sec. IV c
tains our conclusions.

II. THE SQUARE MODES

The general homogeneous problem we are going to ta
is of the following form:

]c/]t5Q~c;l!1N~c!. ~1!

Herec5c(x):R2→R is a real function of physical interes
~e.g., a temperature field in a convective problem!, Q is the
linear term dominant at the onset of the pattern formationl
is the bifurcation parameter with critical valuel50, andN
stands for the nonlinear terms.

The problem~1! is assumed to beE2 equivariant if no
boundary conditions are taken into account. Hence the lin
term reads

Q~c;l!5E q~ ux2yu;l!c~y!d2y, ~2!

or

Q̄~ c̄;l!5q̄~k;l!c̄~k! ~3!

in reciprocal space, wherec̄ stands for the Fourier transform
of c andk is the conjugate of the variablex.
1853 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Normal forms for different mode interactions and boundary conditions. ‘‘even’’ means even integer number, ‘‘odd’’ m
odd integer number.

4D representation 8D representation Boundary condition Wave numbers ~example! Equation

sin sin3sin Dirichlet even,even:even,even 2* (3,3:4,1) ~5!

sin cos3cos Dirichlet even,even:odd,odd ~8,8:11,3! ~5!

cos sin3cos Dirichlet odd,odd:even,odd ~5,5:2,7! ~5!

cos cos3cos Newmann even,even:even,even 2* (3,3:4,1) ~6!

cos sin3sin Newmann even,even:odd,odd ~8,8:11,3! ~6!

sin cos3sin Newmann odd,odd:even,odd ~5,5:2,7! ~7!

cos sin3sin Newmann even,0:odd,odd ~10,0:9,5! ~8!

cos cos3cos Newmann even,0:even,even ~12,0:10,6! ~8!
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For a pattern forming system in which a characteris
length exists, the bifurcation takes place when the mod
within the ring defined byuku'ukcu lose stability. A further
restriction is imposed by the boundary conditions. Let
focus on the case of a square container. The linear prob
can be further split into the product of two one-dimensio
problems. The solutions with a single growth rate can
written asc5exp(mt)cos(k1x1f1)cos(k2y1f2) ~in the case
of other containers withD4 symmetry the bifurcating solu
tions still have support on a ring of wave vectors but t
support is no longer a set of isolated dots. Such a situa
does not imply important changes for the coming disc
sion!. Whenever a mode with wave vectork5(k1 ,k2) loses
stability, so do all the modes associated to wave vectors
tained fromk through an application of the symmetry oper
tions. As the eight operations in the square symmetry gr
are generated by the reflections about thex axis and the
reflections about one diagonal of the square, the subspa
simultaneously bifurcating modes is spanned by eight fu
tions in general. However, if the vectork lies on one of the
reflection’s axis, the subspace of bifurcating modes is f
dimensional.

We will further restrict ourselves to real functionsc.
Hence our bifurcating solutions are of the form

c~x!5(
i 51

x

ci~ t !sin~k i•x1f i !, ~4!

where ci(t) are real, time dependent coefficients. For t
boundary condition 05au]c(x)/]xux5L2bc(L) the wave
vectors satisfy the equation

05a sin~knL1np/2!1bknsin~knL1np/2!,

whereL is the side of the box, and the phase reads

05a sin~fn!1bkncos~fn!.

Notice that the dimensions of the resulting subspaces are
for the representation spanned by eight wave vectors,
either one or two for the one spanned by four wave vect

III. INTERACTION BETWEEN SQUARE MODES

In the preceding section we have reviewed the poss
bifurcations to patterns associated to single irreducible r
resentations of the underlyingE2 symmetry group, restricted
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by theD4 ~square! symmetric boundary conditions.
Now we will discuss the possibility of strong interaction

between those modes. The motivation for this study is tha
a result of these interactions, it is possible to find solutio
which give rise to patterns resembling hexagons or even q
sicrystals.

By strong interactions we consider those that invo
terms of degree smaller than three in the normal form. T
invariance of Eq.~1! under arbitrary translations implies tha
uk i1k j u;kc . When this condition is met for two sets o
modes which bifurcate for similar control paramete
(uku;uk8u), the angle between the wave vectors is appro
mately 60°.

In the following subsections we will explicitly write the
normal forms for the mode interactions mentioned above

The boundary conditions and the parity of the acti
modes determine the action ofD4 and the normal form.
While Newmann boundary conditions allow for (0,m)
modes@the notation (n1 , n2) refers to the wave vector of th
mode#, Dirichlet conditions are incompatible with suc
modes. This situation determines the existence of a fo
dimensional phase space in the case of Newmann boun
conditions not present for Dirichlet boundary conditions.

In Table I we present the different possible cases of n
mal forms corresponding to the different parity of the fun
tions. The three cases resulting are as follows.

Case 1 of Table I~corresponding to Dirichlet even-even
Dirichlet odd-odd, and Dirichlet even-odd! reads

Ȧ15m1A11A1~a1A1
21a2A2

26B2!,

Ȧ25m1A21A2~a1A2
21a2A1

26B2!, ~5!

Ḃ5m2B1B@2B21d~A1
21A2

2!#.

This case does not differ from the general nonresonant c
and will not be further considered.

Case 2 of Table I~corresponding to Newmann even-eve
and Newmann odd-odd! reads

Ȧ15m1A11aBA21A1~a1A1
21a2A2

26B2!,

Ȧ25m1A21aBA11A2~a1A2
21a2A1

26B2!, ~6!

Ḃ5m2B1bA1A21B@2B21d~A1
21A2

2!#.
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56 1855QUASICRYSTALS AND STRONG INTERACTIONS . . .
Case 3~corresponding to Newmann even-odd! reads

Ȧ15m1A11aBA21A1~a1A1
21a2A2

26B2!,

Ȧ25m1A21aBA11A2~a1A2
21a2A1

26B2!, ~7!

Ḃ5m2B2bA1A21B@2B21d~A1
21A2

2!#.

Case 3 differs from case 2 only in the sign of the qu
dratic terms. Therefore if no further restrictions ona and
b are imposed, both of them are equivalent. We have dis
guished the two cases having in mind the large aspect r
limit in which the resonant modes span an, approxima
D12 invariant subspace.

The fourth case of Table I corresponds to Newma
boundary conditions with a (0,n) mode,

Ȧ15m1A12aA1B21A1@~g11g3!A1
21~g21g4!A2

2

1g3~B1
21B2

2!#,

Ȧ25m1A22aA2B11A2@~g11g3!A2
21~g21g4!A1

2

1g3~B1
21B2

2!#,

Ḃ15m2B12bA2
21B1~g1B1

21g4B2
212g2A1

212g3A2
2!,

~8!

Ḃ25m2B22bA1
21B2~g1B2

21g4B1
212g2A2

212g3A1
2!.

As stated in the Introduction, our main motivation is t
possibility of having stationary solutions with almost qua
crystalline (D12) symmetry, therefore we will focus our a
tention on the bifurcation of steady state solutions in
symmetric invariant planes.

The normal form~6! is further reduced considering th
case of nearD12 symmetry in which the coefficients prese
the relations~with an adequate choice of scales!

a1521, ~9!

a25d561. ~10!

Hereafter we will taked521 in order to guarantee the ex
istence of global attractors.

The highest symmetry in Eq.~8! is achieved with the
relation

a5b, ~11!

g35g2 , ~12!

g15g2521, ~13!

which yields an almost quasicrystalline symmetry~where a
proper scaling of the time and variables have been chos!.

Equations~7! do not present additional symmetries f
particular values of the coefficients.
-
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A. Case 1

We discuss the symmetric solutions of Eq.~6!.
There is an invariant, one-dimensional, subspace given

A15A250 which corresponds to square patterns arising
pitchfork bifurcations from the zero solution atn250. The
solution with positiveB loses stability to modulated square
with A15A2Þ0 in a typical inverse pitchfork bifurcation
The locus of the bifurcations isam21m11aAm250. These
modulated squares are unstable and exist form2,0. They
are born in saddle-node bifurcations with a second se
modulated squares that are stable. For these soluti
b;6A1;6A2(;a/3), and the resulting patterns for sma
m1 and m2 values look like~part of! duodecagons. For this
reason, we will call them hereafterquasicrystals. There is yet
another invariant space given byA25B50 corresponding to
rectangular tilepatterns born in pitchfork bifurcations.

The full scheme is reproduced for the solutio
A15A250 and B,0 which loses stability at am2

1m12aAm250. Thus atm1505m2 there are two attrac-
tors of the formA15A2 ,BÞ0 andA152A2 ,BÞ0, as well
as the zero solution which is critical.

Figure 1 shows a pattern quoted asquasicrystalsin the
previous paragraphs.

B. Case 3

In this case, the most relevant feature is the possibility
a dynamic alternation between different patterns.

It is instructive to study the case in whichm1'0 and
m2.0. Within this parameter restriction, the fixed points l
cated atB56Am2 are saddles. ForB.0 (B,0), the local
unstable manifold is contained in theA15A2 (A152A2)
plane, while the stable manifold is within th
A152A2 (A15A2) plane. So far, this scenario is commo
to cases 3 and 2. In case 3~2!, the line B50,A15A2 is
crossed with B decreasing ~increasing!, and the line
B50,A152A2 with B increasing~decreasing!. Therefore
heteroclinic connections between the fixed points
B56Am2 are possible in the third case~see Fig. 2!. Notice
that these connections are possible due to the existenc
invariant planes induced by the reflection symmetries@6,7#:

A1→2A2 ,

A2→2A1 , ~14!

B→B,

A1→A2 ,

A2→A1 , ~15!

B→B,

A1→A1 ,

A2→2A2 , ~16!

B→2B.
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The fixed points at A15Am1, A250, B50 and
A150, A25Am1, B50 behave as stable focus for sma
m2 values. Form2 large enough, they lose stability again
periodic orbits which eventually approach the heterocli
cycle described above.

This scenario translates into a periodic alternation of p
terns in the form of simple squares~when the trajectory visits
the neighborhood of the fixed point in theA15A250 axis!
followed by nonsimple squares~see Fig. 2!.

Other possible patterns associated to the fixed point
Eq. ~7! are simple~stationary! squares and modulated rol
(A1 or A2Þ0). For parameter values close to the ones
which the Hopf bifurcation occurs, pulsating modulated ro
can be observed.

C. Case 4

Finally, we report the stationary solutions of Eq.~8!. It is
in this case that we find solutions that are slight deformati

FIG. 1. Quasicrystals. The symmetric pattern expanded by
wave numbers~8,8! and~11,3!~3,11!. ~a! The pattern extended to 1
cells. ~b! Pattern restricted to the cell.
c

t-
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~needed to fit the square boundary conditions! of hexagonal
and quasicrystalline structures. Analyzing the subspa
which are invariant under Eq.~8!, we find the following
families of solutions:~1! A15A25B1(B2)50, rolls; ~2!
A15A250, and B15B2, squares; ~3! A15B250
(A25B150), giving rise to hexagons~antihexagons! if
A2;6B1 (A1;6B2), or some D2 symmetric structures
otherwise;~4! A15B2, andA25B1, quasicrystalsand their
deformations; and~5! A152B2, andA252B1 antiquasic-
rystals.

We focus our attention on the solutions that are char
teristic of these mode interactions~namely, the ones assoc
ated to hexagonal and duodecagonal patterns!. We will ana-
lyze separately the casesg4,0 and 1.g4.0 ~for g4.1 the
system has trajectories going to infinity and higher ord
terms are needed in the normal form!. We used analytical
techniques whenever it was possible, complementing th
with numerical ones.

In the first case (g4,0), we observed the following struc
tures.

e
FIG. 2. Simple and nonsimple squares are part of the het

clinic cycle.
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56 1857QUASICRYSTALS AND STRONG INTERACTIONS . . .
Rolls are present form2.0. For small values ofm1 they
are stable ifg4,21. Their eigenvalues are„m12aAm1
2m1 ,m12m2 ,m2(11g),22m2….

Squares~and antisquares! exist for m2.0. These solu-
tions are stable wheneverg4.21, and m1 is small. The
eigenvalues of the stability matrix are

2m1~12g!1a~g21!Am2 /~12g!

g21
22m2 ,

with multiplicity 2,

22m2 ,

2
m2~11g!

g21
. ~17!

The solutions withA15B250 have, for small values ofm1
andm2 compared toa, the following form:

A256A22~m1
21m2

2!113m1m2/3,

B156
m2

a
. ~18!

These solutions look like hexagons form1;m2 ~see Fig. 3!.
Numerical simulations indicate that these solutions are st
over a wide range of parameters in the quadrantm1m2.0.

The quasicrystal-like solutions exist form1;m2.0 but
they are unstable towards the hexagons.

The most dramatic change for 1.g4.0 with respect to
the previous case is that the hexagonal structures are
longer stable form1;m2.0. They are unstable to solution
which are arbitrarily close to the quasicrystalline ones.
almost duodecagonal pattern is illustrated in Fig. 4.

FIG. 3. Hexagonal pattern based in the modes~10,0! and ~9,5!.
le

no

n

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have addressed the problem of patt
formation in intermediate aspect ratio problems where b
boundary conditions and interactions determine~jointly! the
emerging patterns.

The approach taken has been the study of strong inte
tions of eigenmodes in a square container. This presenta
is more suitable for the present problem than first solving
problem in an infinite container and later singularly pertu
ing the solutions to match the boundary conditions~a pro-
gram that in our knowledge has been enunciated but
successfully completed!.

The normal forms for these interactions strongly depe
on the boundary conditions~BC!. In the case of Dirichlet BC
there are no quadratic terms and the modes selected int
in the general form, hence the distinction between strong
weak interactions vanishes. It should be noticed that
situation is structurally unstable. The case of Newmann
is substantially different: there are three different norm

FIG. 4. A duodecagonal pattern based in the modes~10,0!~0,10!
and ~9,5!~5,9!. ~a! The pattern.~b! Extension of the pattern to 16
cells.
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1858 56H. G. SOLARI AND G. B. MINDLIN
forms with stable solutions~for suitable parameter values!
associated to ‘‘unsuspected’’ patterns. By ‘‘unsuspected’’
mean patterns whose symmetries are not a subsymmet
the problem and closely resemble hexagons, duodecag
quasicrystals, and related patterns~here called antihexagon
and antiquasicrystals!.

One of the advantages of our approach with respec
standard methods is that hexagons and duodecagons ar
imposed by a choice of the supported solutions~plan forms!
but are eventually selected by the system despite the sq
boundary conditions.

In more strict terms, the patterns here found are~square
based! crystalline approximants of quasicrystals and he
e
of

nal

to
not

are

-

gons. For practical purposes~for example, in an experimen
tal situation! they can be very well ‘‘identified’’ as hexagon
and quasicrystals.

In addition to the existence of hexagons and other n
square patterns that could have been conjectured from
setup of the problem, we have found that periodic alter
tions between different kinds of squares~simple and non-
simple! is possible. This mechanism resembles the Kupp
Lortz instability @8#.

Finally, we point out that the present study can be e
tended without major differences to the stroboscopic map
forces systems~like the Faraday instability! and to mixed
boundary conditions.
oc.
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